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Nayak UA, Baskar V, Holland MR, Viswanath AK, Singh BM. (ORAL)
Variation in demographic features and clinical outcomes in people with diabetes dichotomised according to their glycation gap
DKU 2011
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Additional utility of HbA1c in postnatal glycaemic assessment in women with gestational diabetes
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DUK 2011

Singh BM, Nayak UA.
The potential impact of the glycation gap on the hypoglycaemia risk
DUK 2011

Khalid Y, Nayak UA, Singh BM, Barton D, Buch HN
A Comparison Between Post-Radioiodine Outcomes Following the Use of Two Different Fixed-
Dose Regimes
BES 2011

Egawhary MD, Khalid Y, Baskar V, Gamma R, Buch HN
Use of plasma metanephrine estimation in the diagnostic work-up of phaeochromocytoma
BES 2011

Nayak UA, Khalid Y, Viswanath AK, Rasheed Z, Singh BM, Baskar V, Buch HN
An Unusual Complication in a Patient with Graves’ Disease
BES 2011

Nayak UA, Singh BM
HbA1c May Not Accurately Reflect Glycaemia in Diabetes – Examination of the Relationship
between HbA1c and Self Blood Glucose Monitoring Independent of Glycation Gap
ADA 2011

De Silva P, Seebaran Suite DC, Nayak UA, Dawidziak M, Churchill D,
Viswanath AK.
Improving Uptake of Postnatal Test with Fasting Glucose Estimation in
Gestational Diabetes.
Diab Med 2011;28(S1)
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Varadhan L, Gray K, Beach P, Sivakesavan S, Nicholas S and Baskar V
Utility of specialist diabetes reviews in dialysis unit:pilot analysis
DUK 2010

Manjunathal1 RS, Manjunatha NP, Headon MP, Singh BM, Viswanath AK
Quality Assurance in the Retinal Screening Programme: Does 100% second disease grading
provide any additional value?
DUK 2010
Khalid Y, Manjunatha RS, Baska Vr, Buch HN, Singh BM, Viswanath AK
Safety of Insulin Prescription in Hospital: Human or System Error?
DUK 2010

Improving Diabetes management knowledge of staff working in Residential Care
DUK 2010

Singh BM, Nayak UA
Defining the phenotype of fast and slow deglycators by analysis of the glycation gap
ADA 2010

Senthilkumar Krishnasamy1, Reshmi Manjunatha1, Sanjay Vyedianath2, Peter Stouhal2, Varadarajan Baskar1, Baldev M Singh1 & Harit Buch1
A study on accuracy of Sestamibi and ultrasound scanning in identifying a solitary parathyroid adenoma in patients with primary hyperparathyroidism
BES 2010

Khalid Yameen, Singh BM, Baskar Varadarajan & Buch Harit
The use of district-wide laboratory database to identify new patients with persistent hyperthyroidism
BES 2010

Manjunatha RS, Vyedianath S, McBride S, Viswanath A K.
An unusual cause of confusion and reduced consciousness in a poorly controlled diabetic.
West Midlands Physicians Association Meeting, May 2010
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Harvey L, Dudley J, Viswanath A, Singh BM, Baskar V, Buch HN
The impact of the Diabetes Outreach team on effective implementation of the care-pathway for diabetes management of patients admitted with acute myocardial infarction (AMI).
DUK 2009

Khalid Y, Singh BM, Baskar V, Buch HN
The Use of District-Wide Laboratory Database to Identify New Patients with Persistent Hyperthyroidism.
BES 2009

Krishnasamy S, Manjunatha R, Vyedianath S, Stouhal P, Baskar V, Singh BM, Buch HN
A study on accuracy of Sestamibi and Ultrasound scanning in identifying a solitary parathyroid adenoma in patients with primary hyperparathyroidism
BES 2009
H Siddique, A Nayak, DC Churchill and AK Viswanath.
Postnatal oral glucose tolerance test in gestational diabetes: is it still indicated?
Diabet Med. 2009 March, 26 (Suppl. 1); P 484: 200–210

LJ Smith, M Dawiziack, DC Churchill and AK Viswanath.
What are the barriers to accessing pre-pregnancy care in women with preexisting diabetes? A questionnaire study.
Diabet Med. 2009, 26 (Suppl. 1); P 467: 79–199

2008

Baskar V, Huddart S, Hogan P, Singh BM
An evaluation of a risk stratified foot assessment in a pilot foot screening programme.
DUK 2008

Govindan JP, Healey B, Kalupahana DN, Singh BM;
Exenatide therapy in insulin treated patients with type 2 diabetes and obesity
EASD 2008

Abdullakutty A, Radstone S, Govindan J, Laithwite S, Viswanath AK.
Toe to chest: a rare cause of septic arthritis in diabetes.
Diabet Med. 2008 March, 25 (Suppl. 1); P 179: 34–162
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Mahto R, Vibhuti VS, Mukherjee A, Cherukuri VN, Singh BM and Buch HN
An audit to assess the effectiveness of Diabetes Outreach Service (DOS) in providing specialist diabetes care for all hospitalised patients with diabetes
DUK 2007

Cherukuri VN, Mahto R, Ryan S, Foley M, Singh BM, Buch HN An audit on the effectiveness of a change in Radio-Iodine (RAI) regime for patients with hyperthyroidism Clinical endocrinology 2007


Cherukuri VN, Mahto R, Ryan S, Foley M, Singh B & Buch H
An audit on the effectiveness of a change in RAI regime for patients with hyperthyroidism
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Pawar BK, Singh BM
Wolverhampton Annual Living with Diabetes event: working towards concordance within in diabetes healthcare
DUK 2006

Venugopal H, Edavalath M, Baskar V, Sharma S, Malik TH and Singh BM.
The importance of critical event analysis of foot care preceding lower limb amputation in patients with diabetes
DUK, 2006

Venugopal H, Baskar V, Buch HN and Singh BM
Audit on readmissions and delayed discharges in patients with diabetes
DUK 2006

Vibhuti VS, Cherukuri VN, Rashid M, Kim P, Carter Z, Allouni G, Sekhon D, Singh BM and Buch HN
Importance of opportunistic systematic review of patients with diabetes during hospitalisation
DUK 2006

Mahto R, Baskar V, Holland M, Gama R, Singh BM and Buch HN
Prevalence of low HDL cholesterol in diabetic population of Wolverhampton and its impact on cardiovascular risk
DUK 2006

Baskar V, Holland MR and Singh BM
How do the ‘Cockroft and Gault’ and the ‘modification of diet in renal disease’ study equations to estimate GFR compare in the classification of renal disease status in diabetes?
DUK 2006

Pawar BK, Shorrick P and Singh BM
Wolverhampton Annual Living with Diabetes event: working towards concordance within in diabetes healthcare
DUK 2006

Singh PK, Iqbal N, Strouhal P, Singh BM & Buch HN
Two unusual cases of extraadrenal phaeochromocytoma Eur Cong Endo 2006

Cherukuri VN, Edavalath N, Iqbal N, Ryan SL, Singh BM & Buch HN
Radioiodine uptake test reduces duration of restrictions following radioiodine therapy for management of hyperthyroidism Eur Cong Endo 2006
Baskar V, Venogopal H, Holland MR, Singh BM
Renal function in diabetes – does serum creatinine stratify renal risk appropriately
DUK 2005

Baskar V, Holland MR, Singh BM
Do age related centile systolic BP cut offs predict adverse vascular outcomes better than conventional cut offs
DUK 2005

Iqbal N, Venugopal H, Beach P, Cheshire S, Buch HN, Singh BM
Audit of a protocol driven nurse led high risk blood pressure clinic.
DUK 2005

Pawar BK Singh BM
The BRIDGE Project ('Bridging and Resourcing Integrated Diabetes care, Gaining Equality) in Action
DUK 2005

Pawar BK Singh BM
The 'BRIDGE' Project: Developing, maintaining and monitoring competencies of the 'BRIDGE' Diabetes Support Workers
DUK 2005

Macdonald DR, Holland MR, Singh BM.
Utility of simultaneous Fructosamine and HbA1c estimations compared using clinical error grid analysis
DUK 2005

Venugopal H, Baskar V, Holland MR, Singh BM
Metformin usage in type 2 diabetes: does calculated GFR additionally flag renal and lactic acidosis risk.
DUK 2005

Venugopal H, Baskar V, Buch HN, Singh BM
Audit on readmissions and delayed discharges in patients with diabetes
DUK 2005

Baskar V, Holland MR, Singh BM
Do age adjusted centile systolic BP cut off’s predict microalbuminuria and adverse cardiovascular risk in younger patients with diabetes (<50years)?
DUK 2005

M Edavalath, S Rangan ,G Varughese ,BM Singh, HN Buch Potassium permanganate related skin reaction in a diabetic foot Diabetes Medicine, April 2005
Baskar V, Holland MR, Singh BM.
Do Age Adjusted Centile Systolic BP Cut Offs Predict Adverse Vascular Outcomes in Diabetic Individuals under 50 Years of Age?
ADA 2005

Baskar V, Holland M, Singh BM.
ADA 2005

Viswanath AK, Wilson M, Pearson DWM.
Glycaemic Control in Adults Over 80 Years Old With Type-1 Diabetes Mellitus. Diabetes Medicine April 2005; 22(S2): 50

Wilson M, Viswanath AK, Pearson DWM.


Viswanath AK, O Pereira, S Phillip, K C McHardy.

Viswanath AK , Acharya S, Ralston SH, Bevan JS.
A fisherman’s tale of milk and calcium.
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Baskar, V, Holland MR and B. M. Singh BM
Clinical utility of calculated glomerular filtration rate as a risk marker for diabetic renal disease
Diabetes UK, Birmingham, Spring 2004

Singh BM , Holland MR, and Baskar V.
Relationship between calculated glomerular filtration rate and albuminuria in a clinic population with diabetes
Wolverhampton Diabetes Centre, New Cross Hospital, Wolverhampton, UK
Diabetes UK, Birmingham 2004

Baskar V, Rangan S, Holland MR and Singh BM.
The presence of microalbuminuria is not independently associated with adverse coronary heart disease risk
Diabetes UK, 2004

Dixon AN, Rangan S & Singh BM
Transformation of a micro-prolactinoma to a macro-prolactinoma during pregnancy without symptoms or signs of pituitary enlargement: two case reports
BES 2004

Viswanath AK & Bevan JS.
Inappropriate TSH: invisible microadenoma, receptor resistance or red herring? 23rd Joint meeting of the British Endocrine societies, 22-24 March 2004, Brighton, UK

Viswanath AK1, Seymour JM2, Wass J M2 & Bevan JS1.

Byard A, Rangan S, Dixon A, Kos K, Edavalath M, Buch HN & Singh BM
Metastatic glucagonoma transforming to an insulinoma
BES 2004

Pawar BK, Singh BM
Inequality of Access to Diabetes Health Care/ “BRIDGE”
DUK 2004

M Edavalath, S Baskar, R Gamma, JS Mann, HN Buch Self limiting endogenous hyperinsulinaemic hypoglycaemia in HIV positive pregnant patient, Clinical Endocrinology, 2004

Varughese GI, Miltsios K, Barton DM, Buch HN, Orendi JM, Scarpello JHB 2004 An audit of laboratory blood glucose determinations and their relation to mortality in hospital patients with MRSA bacteraemia Diabetic Medicine 21(supp 2): P 192

Viswanath AK, Booth A, Abraham P, & Bevan J S.
An audit of acromegaly in North-East Scotland: increased use of medical therapy enables preservation of pituitary function. Endocrine Abstracts March 2004; (7) 83

Viswanath AK, Mayo A, King D & Bevan JS.
Acquired von Willebrand’s disease secondary to autoimmune hypothyroidism. Endocrine Abstracts March 2004; (7) 261

Pereira O, Philip S, Dalziel K, Viswanath AK, et al. Frequency of thyroid function testing in treated hypothyroid patients- what is the most effective screening interval? International Conference of Endocrinology, Lisbon, September 4th 2004
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Baskar V, Holland MR, Singh BM
Clinical risk strategies versus universal screening for the detection of patients without microalbuminuria
Diabetes UK, Glasgow, Spring 2003

Varughese G.I. Barton D.M, Buch, H, Naish, P, Davies S and Walker AB,
Audit of a combined diabetes renal clinic in a district
general hospital
Diabetes UK, Glasgow, Spring 2003
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Basker V, Kamalakannan D, Holland MR, Singh BM.
Ethnic differences in complication prevalence and hypertension in diabetes.
Diabetes UK 2002, Birmingham, UK.

Basker V, Kamalakannan D, Holland MR, Singh BM.
Ethnic differences in complication prevalence and hypertension in diabetes.
EASD Hypertension in Diabetes Sub Group, 2002, Pisa, Italy.

Basker V, Kamalakannan D, Holland MR, Catchpole CR, Singh BM.
Myths of microalbuminuria.
Diabetes UK 2002, Birmingham, UK.

Basker V, Kamalakannan D, Holland MR, Singh BM.
Dipstick positive proteinuria does not predict significant albuminuria.
Diabetes UK 2002, Birmingham, UK.

Basker V, Barton DM, Kamalakannan D, Singh BM.
An evaluation of endocrine assessment of patients with pituitary tumours prior to tertiary referral.
BES 2002, Harrogate, UK.

Basker V, Kamalakannan D, Barton DM, Singh BM.
Hyperparathyroidism and Polycythaemia – An association.
BES 2002, Harrogate, UK.

Pawar BK, Singh BM
The “BRIDGE” project.” Bridging and Resourcing Integrated Diabetes care, Gaining Equality”
Poster and Oral Presentation.


Buch HN, Barton D, Baskar V, Kumar H, Jones P, West TET. 2002 Influence of pre-treatment factors on treatment outcomes following the use of high fixed dose radioiodine treatment for hyperthyroidism Endocrine Abstract, 3: P277

Kamalakanan D, Baskar V, Buch HN, Barton DM, Singh BM 2002 Hyperparathyroidism and polycythaemia Endocrine Abstract, 3: P15
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Buch HN, Barton DM, West TET, Singh BM.
A comparison of calculated and fixed dose radio-iodine regimes for the treatment of hypertension.

Barton DM, Buch HN, Singh BM.
Glucagonoma.

Pawar BK, Walford S, Singh BM.
An 8 month evaluation of the impact of patient choice on metabolic control and broader diabetes outcomes in patients well established on 4 injections daily.

Bush HN, Singh BM.
Combination of insulin and thiazolidinedione therapy in massively obese patients with Type II diabetes.

Baskar V, Holland MA, Singh BM.
Understanding hypertension in diabetes – standard cut off or age adjusted cut off.

Barton DM, Buch HN, Baskar V, Mathews R, Singh BM.
A case of macroprolactinoma – controversy of treatment regimens with dopamine agonists.

Barton DM, Buch HN, West TET, Singh BM.
Two centre study of radio-iodine dosage. High fixed dose versus calculated dose.

Pawar BK, Walford S, Singh BM.
An 8 month evaluation of the impact of patient choice on metabolic control and broader diabetes outcomes in patients well established on 4 injections daily.

Bush HN, Singh BM.
Combination of insulin and thiazolodinedione therapy in massively obese patients with Type II diabetes.

Baskar V, Holland MA, Singh BM.
Understanding hypertension in diabetes – standard cut off or age adjusted cut off.

Baskar V, Walford S, Holland MA, Singh BM.
Blood pressure distribution by age – does it differ between Type 1 and Type 2 Diabetes.

Barton DM, Buch HN, West TET, Singh BM.
Two centre study of radio-iodine dosage. High fixed dose versus calculated dose.

Basker V, Holland MR, Walford S, Singh BM.
Definition of hypertension in diabetes.
EASD Hypertension in Diabetes Sub Group, 2001, Edinburgh, UK.

Basker V, Holland MR, Singh BM.
Differences in prevalence of hypertension between type 1 and type 2 diabetes.
EASD 2001, Glasgow, UK.

Basker V, Barton DM, Matthew RMP, Singh BM.
A case of macroprolactinoma – Controversies of treatment regimens with dopamine agonists – EFES 2001, Turin, Italy.

Barton DM, Buch HN, Swarbrick ET, Singh BM.
A case of neuroendocrine tumour – Glucagonoma or carcinoid?
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Buch HN, El-Had T, Bicknell J, Simpson D, Farrell W, Clayton RN. 2001 Pituitary tumours are multiclonal: evidence from a case with metastasis. Poster presentation at European Congress of Endocrinology, Turin, Italy

Buch HN, Barton DM, West TET, Singh BM. 2001 An inter-district audit on the use of radioiodine therapy for hyperthyroidism. Poster presentation at European Congress of Endocrinology, Turin, Italy

Barton DM, Buch HN, Singh BM. 2001 A case of neuroendocrine tumour, glucagonoma or carcinoid? Endocrine Abstracts vol 1: P51
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Gurguis MA, Walford S, Singh BM. Hypertension, the magnitude of the problem in a routine diabetes clinic British Diabetic Association, Spring 2000

Wen YC, Khokher MA, Rea CA, Singh BM. The relationship of glycation, antioxidant status, oxidative stress to capillary damage in diabetes. International Diabtes Federation, Mexico City, 2000
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Singh BM, Baddeley RM, Nattrass M. Effects of weight loss on glucose and intermediary metabolism.
BDA Medical & Scientific Section, Autumn Meeting, 1985.

Singh BM, Nattrass M. 
Insulin resistance in Type I diabetes of long duration. 
BDA Medical & Scientific Section, Autumn Meeting, 1985.

Singh BM, Nattrass M. 
A comparison of glucose and intermediary metabolism amongst subjects with IDDM of less than one year and greater than five years duration. 
Diabetes Research & Clinical Practice 1985, Suppl 1, p250.

Singh BM, Nattrass M. 
Glucose and intermediary metabolism responses to insulin during the menstrual cycle and oral contraceptive use. 
Medical Research Society 
Clinical Science 1985; 70 (suppl 13): p41.

Singh BM, Baddeley RM, Nattrass M. 
Improved insulin sensitivity of glucose and intermediary metabolism with weight loss. 
Medical Research Society 
Clinical Science 1985; 70 (suppl 13): p42.

Singh BM, Nattrass M. 
Insulin resistance in Type 1 diabetes of long duration. 
Medical Research Society 

Packe GE, Wiggins J, Singh BM, Nattrass M, Wright AD, Cayton RM. 
Metabolic responses to exercise in stable asthma. 
Medical Research Society 
Clinical Science 1985; 70 (suppl 13): p64.

1986

Hale PJ, Singh BM, Baddeley RM, Nattrass M. 
The metabolic effects of weight loss in massive obesity. 
BDA Medical & Scientific Section, Spring Meeting, 1986.

Packe GE, Wiggins J, Singh BM, Nattrass M, Wright AD, Cayton RM. 
Fuel metabolism during and after exercise in stable asthma. 
American Thoracic Society 

Singh BM, Nattrass M. 
Does insulin therapy improve insulin resistance in NIDDM? 
22nd EASD Meeting, Rome 1986.
Krentz AJ, Hale PJ, Singh BM, Nattrass M.
Increased ketone body clearance during treatment of diabetic ketoacidosis.
Medical Research Society
Clinical Science 1987; 73 (suppl 17): p44.

1987

Singh BM, Krentz AJ, Nattrass M.
Insulin resistance in glucose, fatty acid but not ketone metabolism in patients with impaired glucose metabolism.
Diabetologia 1987; 30: 582.

1988

Robertson DA, Singh BM, Krentz AJ, Hale PJ, Nattrass M.
Abnormal basal intermediary metabolism in obese patients with normal glucose tolerance.
Medical Research Society

Robertson DA, Singh BM, Nattrass M.
Abnormal intermediary metabolism in obese patients with impaired glucose tolerance.
Medical Research Society

Robertson DA, Singh BM, Hale PJ.
Abnormal basal intermediary metabolism in obese patients with normal glucose tolerance.
BDA Medical & Scientific Section, Autumn Meeting, 1988.

Krentz AJ, Singh BM, Nattrass M.
Influence of body weight and basal intermediary metabolism in patients with normal and impaired glucose tolerance.
BDA Medical & Scientific Section, Autumn Meeting, 1988.

Robertson DA, Singh BM.
Circulating intermediary metabolites following oral glucose in patients with impaired glucose tolerance in obesity.
BDA Medical & Scientific Section, Autumn Meeting, 1988.

Singh BM, Nattrass M.
Multiple aspects of insulin resistance and their relationship to obesity in Type II diabetes.
BDA Medical & Scientific Section, Spring Meeting, 1988.

Robertson DA, Hale PJ, Singh BM, Krentz AJ, Nattrass M.
The kinetics and hypoglycaemic potency of DI substituted biosynthetic insulin analogue.
BDA Medical & Scientific Section, Spring Meeting, 1988.
Robertson DA, Singh BM, Hale PJ.
Impaired glucose tolerance in obesity is associated with resistance to insulin in multiple aspects of intermediary metabolism.
BDA Medical & Scientific Section, Spring Meeting, 1988.
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Singh BM
Asians and diabetes. A cultural background.
BDA Professional Section, 1989.

Krentz AJ, Singh BM, Nattrass M.
Multiple aspects of insulin resistance in non-obese subjects with impaired glucose tolerance.
BDA Medical & Scientific Section, Autumn 1989.

Robertson DA, Hale PJ, Singh BM, Krentz AJ, Jensen I, Nattrass M, Heding LG.
Kinetics and metabolic effects in man of human insulin and two biosynthetic insulin analogues.
Diabetologia 1989; 32: 533A.

Singh BM, Nattrass M.
Insulin resistance and obesity in NIDDM: abnormalities of intermediary metabolism apparent only at low insulin concentrations.

1990

Robertson DA, Singh BM, Hale PJ, Nattrass M.
Low dose insulin infusion reveals resistance to some but not all of insulin's actions in obese subjects.
BDA Medical & Scientific Section, Spring 1990.

Pegg A, Fitzgerald F, Wise D, Singh BM, Wise PH.
A community based study of the elderly with insulin-requiring diabetes.
BDA Education Section, Spring 1990.

1991

Public awareness of the symptoms of diabetes mellitus.
BDA Education Section, Spring 1991.

Delayed diagnosis in NIDDM. Public awareness of the symptoms of diabetes mellitus.
EASD Education Group, Cambridge, 1991
Singh BM, Grunewald R, Press M, Muller B, Wise PH.
The prevalence of haemochromatosis in patients with diabetes mellitus.
BDA Medical & Scientific Section, Spring Meeting, 1991.

Singh BM, Grunewald R, Press M, Muller B, Wise PH.
The prevalence of haemochromatosis in patients with diabetes mellitus.
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Singh BM, Prescot J, Guy R, Walford S, Murphy M, Wise PH.
The British Diabetic Association - Diabetes symptom awareness study.
BDA Medical & Scientific Section, April 1993.

Singh BM, Wise PH.
High variability of HbA1 concentrations in IDDM patients followed over one decade.
BDA Medical & Scientific Section, April 1993.

Cecil E, Alaghband-Zadeh J, Wise PH, Singh BM.
In vitro impairment of non-insulin mediated glucose uptake is not related to glucose transporter function.
BDA Medical & Scientific Section, April 1993.

1997

Serhan E, Khokher MA, Singh BM.
Hypovitaminosis D in Indo-Asian patients with diabetes.
BDA Medical & Scientific Section, April 1997.

Singh BM, Dyer J, Hale M, Serhan E, Khokher MA.
Osteoporosis measured by trabecular bone structure in Indo-Asian versus Caucasian patients with diabetes.
BDA Medical & Scientific Section, April 1997.

Aziz T, Khoker MA, Serhan E, Singh BM.
Biochemical measures of bone turnover in diabetes mellitus, relationship to trabecular bone structure.
BDA Medical & Scientific Section, April 1997.

Pickstock PG, Voigt A, Singh BM.
Claudication without macrovascular signs. Does diabetic neuropathic pseudo-claudication exist.
BDA Medical & Scientific Section, April 1997.

McLelland EV, Rylance PB, Oudem J, Jackson MA, Walford S, Singh BM, Phillips JD, Padgham C.
Risk factors for developing nephropathy and complications in patients with Type 2 diabetes.
European Dialysis and Transplant Association, Sept 1997
McLelland EV, Rylance PB, Odum J, Jackson MA, Walford S, Singh BM, Phillips JD, Padgham C. 
Increased prevalence and accelerated onset of renal disease in patients with type 2 diabetes. 
European Dialysis and Transplant Association, Sept 1997

Molele G, Pickstock PG, Banger V, Singh BM. 
The role of foot exercise oximetry in risk stratification in diabetic peripheral vascular disease. 
British Diabetic Association, October 1997

Singh BM, Molele G, Banger V, Voigt A, Pickstock PG. 
Utility of systolic pressure and resting foot transcutaneous oximetry in evaluating clinical ischaemic symptoms and signs in patients with diabetes. 
British Diabetic Association, October 1997

Pickstock PG, Singh BM. 
Assessing dependency in community managed insulin treated patients with diabetes. 
British Diabetic Association, October 1997

Pawar B, Singh BM. 
What is the impact of who makes the initial decision about intensive insulin regimes in IDDM patients. 
British Diabetic Association, October 1997

Pawar B, Singh 
IDDM in a routine diabetes clinic: the association of psychological factors, diabetes knowledge, glycaemic control to insulin regime. 
British Diabetic Association, October 1997

Pawar B, Singh BM 
Is there an association of psychological factors and diabetes knowledge with insulin regime and glycaemic control in IDDM patients managed in a routine diabetes clinic. 
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Bangar V, Pickstock P, Singh BM. 
The role of foot transcutaneous exercise oximetry in the evaluation of peripheral vascular disease in patients with diabetes. 

Singh BM, Pickstock PG, Chandel P. 
Self blood glucose monitoring in illiterate patients with insulin treated diabetes. 

Pawar BK, Singh BM 
Informed choices in a patient empowerment model of care favours diabetes education not intensive insulin regimes.
Federation of European Nurses in Diabetes, European Association for the Study of Diabetes, Barcelona, 1998.

Pawar BK, Singh BM
What is the impact of who makes initial decisions about intensive insulin therapy in IDDM patients
Federation of European Nurses in Diabetes, European Association for the Study of Diabetes, Barcelona, 1998.

Wen YC, Rae C, Khokker MA, Singh BM
Differential antioxidant status in Indo-Asians with and without diabetes.
British Diabetic Association, Autumn 1998
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Pawar BK, Singh BM
Impact of patient choices in a patient empowerment model of diabetes care
British Diabetic Association, Spring 1999.